Members of the GLP/GM Crop Working Group

- BASF: Sandra Daussin, Del Huntsinger
- Bayer: Kim Hill, Sandy Mackie
- Dow AgroScience: Tracey Froggatt
- Monsanto: Michelle Higgins, Valerie Zink
- DuPont Pioneer: Annette Leslie, Jean Schmidt
- Syngenta: Jennifer Jarrell, David Negrotto
Purpose

The working group is focused on reaching consensus on how industry defines GLPS for GM Crops
History of Working Group

- 2011 NAICC EPA announced ‘seed is not the test substance’
- 2012 Jan – NAICC first meeting of GLP/GM Crop workgroup, follow-up meetings scheduled
- 2012 Jan – NAICC agreed to sponsor working group
- 2012 Apr – Society of Quality Assurance meeting, discussion of workgroup goals
- 2013 Jan – Face to face meeting at NAICC
- 2013 Jan – Panel discussion at NAICC
What are we focusing on

- Defining Test, Control, and Reference substances for various studies in support of GM Crops
- What is test substance characterization?
Goals/Next Steps

- The working group will continue to focus on reaching consensus of how industry defines GLPS for GM Crops
- Finish writing ‘white paper’ in June
- Submit to NAICC Executive Board for review
- Present to EPA, early Fall 2013
- Review ‘white paper’ at 2014 NAICC
- Publish ‘white paper’